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PREK-3 BUILDING COMMITTEE MEETING – FALES SCHOOL 

                Fales School Library, Eli Whitney Street       

       MINUTES  

Thursday                          June 13, 2019 

Chairman, Stephen Doret, called the meeting to order at 4:40 pm.   Committee members present:   Shelby 

Marshall, , Maryann Stannard, Robert Ferguson, Chris Jayavendra; Vertex representative, Steve Theran.  

MOTION                    

At 4:42  pm, Mr. Doret made a motion to move into Executive Session under Chapter 30A, Section 21A, 

purpose (3)to discuss strategy with respect to litigation, as an open meeting may  have a detrimental effect 

on litigating position of the School Building Committee.  Ms. Marshall seconded the motion.  The 

Committee voted 5-0 in favor by roll call vote:  Doret, yes;  Ferguson, yes; Marshall, yes; Stannard, yes; 

Jayavendra, yes.    

At 5:20 pm the Committee returned to Open Session.   

Regarding the CM@R contract, Gilbane provided an insurance policy.  The language is being worked out 

with the OPM, Ms. Oliver and Acting Town Manager.  Next week the Design Development package will 
be complete and the cost estimators will take over.  Two estimates will be reconciled July 10 for 
submission to the MSBA, July 11. The Committee will especially be looking at any differences between the 
two;  the true scope of work; defining the solar, geothermal and civil site work.  MSBA penalizes for adding 
scope. 

A structural engineer of the HMFH team looked at the shape of the building, pricing, etc.  June 12.            
Mrs. Stannard reported the K=1 grade classrooms each include an inside toilet with a sink outside in the 
classroom area, along with an adult sink.  Her teachers had a problem with that arrangement. HMFH will 
be asked to defend the sink placement. The question to be answered is how much classroom space is lost 
if the sink is placed in the bathroom. 

Mr. Doret reported the civil engineer was not aware of the plan to fill the field with the excess dirt.  There 
was a question of the design basis he is working with on the infiltration rate of the new excess runoff.  
Roughly there would be 8000 cu.ft. of new water.  The parking lot ends up with 24,000 cu.ft.  The DPW 
and Conservation Commission do not want a retention basin built.  They want it all underground.   

Tracy Ogden, Ogden Consulting, attended a meeting as a guest of Gilbane who will be reviewing, with the 
Building Committee,  the scope of services that Ogden Consulting could provide if added to the Gilbane 
team once the Owner/CM@R contract is finalized.  Ogden Consulting will not be assuming any design 
responsibilities if contracted with Gilbane.   The designer of the geothermal system was taken aback, not 
being comfortable with the approach Ms. Ogden is taking.  Both approaches need to be looked at with 
due diligence done by HMFH designer, overseen by Ms. Ogden to get the best outcome and savings of 
approximately a half million dollars.   Comparisons need to be made as to the way the well is piped.  The 
heat transfer of a single pipe is 2.5 tons per well versus 5 tons per well under Ms. Ogden’s system.  The 
result goes from 80 wells to 44.  Designed by HMFH are 80 wells 500’ deep vs. 44 wells at 600 feet.  This 
is 40,000 linear feet of wells vs. 26,000 linear feet in Ms. Ogden’s design.  The designer is liable for the 
performance of the system. 
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Regarding solar, HMFH needs their engineer to write a memo on the anticipated consumption of the 
building, with a maximum of what is needed.  Technically there are 320 watts output of each panel.  How 
many panels needed?  586 kw was defended by Andrea as the design basis for the number of panels.   

Mr. Theran added the electrical system needs to be relocated and then an application submitted to 
National Grid.  The Commonwealth keeps changing its solar regs.  The bottom line is the reduction of 
energy bills for the other schools.  The application needs to be made as soon as possible.  The application 
has a fixed fee.  Pay for application;  pay for study;  $200,000 is impact cost for megawatt. 

Stephen Doret                                                                         

Chair           

Upcoming meeting:    June 20,  4:30  Fales Library, Armstrong playground discussion;                            

July 10, 4;30   reconciliation of estimates .     Fales Library 


